Modern Popular Paint Color Trends
You can give your Michigan home a complete makeover with a fresh coat of paint
using modern color trends. Many popular color trends give the home a stylish
feel. Color trends come and go, but certain color combinations last forever. It is a
fact that analogue colors are an ideal source of color design harmony. Analogue
colors are a group of three colors sitting close to each other on the color wheel.
One of the modern popular color trends is the dominant color like a primary color.

Blue-Green Color Paint
It is a saturated color that is very popular. This is a versatile wall color suitable for
both kitchen area and living spaces. You can pair it with a monotone color like
white and black to maximize the aesthetics of the color. Blue-green wall paint
pairs well with a dark brown wooden flooring.

Mineral Gray
It is increasingly becoming the most popular color trend for bedrooms. Both
traditional and contemporary homes can greatly benefit from the neutral color
tone. It establishes a relaxing and soft atmosphere. It is an excellent color choice
for traditional homes as the rich color modernizes the existing traditional design
while retaining the classical appeal.

Dusky Blue
This rich color is best as a base color for living spaces and bedrooms. The color
establishes an orderly atmosphere and increases the depth to your room making
it look larger than its actual size. Color trends that go well with dusky blue are
white, light brown and vibrant green. You can try painting the wall with the dusky
blue color, and you will experience the difference in room size appearance.

Earthy Green
This color is great for living rooms because of its neutral and natural tone. The
color establishes a calming and warm atmosphere that encourages relaxation. It
is a fairly versatile color that easily blends with others. Earthy green color
matches well with many lighter earth colors and deep shades of blue and red.

Neutral Colors
A calm, neutral backdrop can bring out the pretty bold elements into the home
design that otherwise will look garish. Neutral colors help you show off textures
and furnishings. Most designers overlook the textural elements of the room. A
neutral backdrop makes the interior welcoming when you mix it with warm
textures like shiny tiles, brushed velvet, rough-hewn wooden elements and nubby
linens. Layering the textile is the best way to create a warm and well-designed
space. The neutral colors enable you to create that space easily.
A neutral color scheme enables the rustic wooden ladder, modern dark wood
vanity, shiny tiles and a modern tub to tell the story of your room design.

Analogue Colors
Incorporate a single textile with an analogue color to bring color harmony
sensibility into the room space. The strategy is effective when you pair the color
with a painted wall of a dominant color. You can integrate the color into the
interior space using lighting and shiny metallic surfaces.
The reflective properties of the interior walls bring out energetically neutral and a
colorful appearance. You can practice the colors on your bedroom as it is a
private space and the bed layers make it easy to incorporate the three analogue
colors in a distinct proportion.

Black as a Statement Color

Black color complements nearly all color palette or theme from chandeliers to
black floors. Designers view the color as a sincerity on mindful living and create
an environment to recharge and disconnect. The color works together with
greens, washed neutrals, sanctuary pinks and soft colors to create harmony.

Pink and Coral Color
This is a perfect mood enhancing paint color. The color evokes feelings of joy
and lust among others that people can easily relate. Pink color has developed
more power than before and is now stronger and has more complex versions.
Coral is a richer version of pink and is also becoming quite popular especially in
2017. It is a beautiful color that adds warmth and gives a room character.

Serene Shades of Blue
This is an overwhelming modern color trend for decor. It creates tech-free
sanctuaries where you can get relief in relaxation. The calm and casual blue
color can make you feel at peace. The color crosses many design styles from
modern, coastal to global. It pairs well with various subdued colors to create a
harmony for exteriors and interiors.

Vibrant Yellow
Filling the home with vibrant colors brings out childlike joy. People need to smile
more often, and this is the right color to bring a joyful appeal into the home.

Olive Green
This is another elegant color that has grown popular. Blends well with interior
décor in a home and it is a good color to choose if you love natural colors.
Unique and sophisticated are what define this color. It works well in any room
including a living room or a bedroom.

Indeed, there are many modern colors that you can choose from when you want
to paint a room. Regardless of your personality, you can find a color that suits
your personality well and personalize your space. Modern colors are quite vibrant
and bold and people are using them to make a statement and showcase their
creativity.

Top Shelf Painting & Improvement Specialists is a fully licensed Michigan
contractor and we guarantee our workmanship.
We have over 20 years of painting and remodeling experience in the Metro
Detroit area!

Call us TODAY with your needs!
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34400 Klein RD
Fraser, MI 48026
Phone: (586) 465-0867
www.TopShelfUS.com

